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AT LAST! 
The Announcement the Radio world has been waiting for 

A new tube -a wonderful discovery -a tube that absolutely eliminates the 
"B" Battery and makes the New SOLODYNE circuit possible! RADIO 
NEWS has spared no effort nor expense in perfecting this new SOLO- 
DYNE Circuit that is so fully described in this issue of RADIO NEWS. 
No further description of the circuit is necessary here. It is essential, how- 
ever, to remember that in order to get the best results, secure the tube that 
was especially designed for the SOLODYNE circuit by our engineers. 
Working in conjunction with the designers of this circuit our engineers have 
perfected- 

NUTRON 
SOLODYNE 

Licensed Trade Mark 
TUBE 

The. Tube that Eliminates the "B" Battery 
Only Nutron Solodyne Tubes should be used in the Solodyne circuit because 
this circuit hooked up with Nutron Solodyne Tubes gives certain definite 
advantages that a circuit using ordinary tubes will not give. 

Nutron Solodyne Four Element Tube 
Standard Bases -.25 Amp. -5 to 6 volts. 

(No changes necessary for use with the Standard Vacuum tube sockets.) 

Besides being preferred in the Solodyne Circuit, the Nutron Solodyne Tube, 
being a four element tube, can be used in many other standard circuits very 
popular in this country and abroad, thereby eliminating the "B" Battery. 
Suggested circuits and diagrams are furnished free with Nutron Solodyne 
Tubes when requested. 

The impossible has been achieved, namely the DETECTION and AMPLI- 
FICATION of Radio Signals without a "B" Battery. 

Be sure to secure your Nutron 
Solodyne Tubes early -$6.00. 

DISTRIBUTORS ATTENTION 
To provide for the enormous demand that will be made for NUTRON SOLODYNE Tubes we urge all distributors to order their supply as early as. possible. Full protec- tion is extended to recognized distributors as to discounts, replacements, dealer helps, etc. All orders will receive prompt attention, preference being given those first received. 

NUTRON MANUFACTURING COMPANY 
715 MAIN AVE. PASSAIC, N. J. 
Don't wait another day to enjoy the delights of the SOLODYNE Circuit as made 
possible by the wonderful NUTRON SOLODYNE Tubes. Clip the coupon, fill 
it out and mail today. 
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HERE ARE TWO GOOD 
OLD FRIENDS 

Two Standard Tubes You Will 
Instantly Recognize 
NUTRON Type 201A 
NUTRON Type WD12 

These and many other equally good 
tubes have been manufactured by this 
company for the past 18 years. Nutron 
Type 201A have valuable characteristics 
not obtainable in any other tube of this 
type. The mutual conductance of this 
tube at 90 volts is over 800. As a power 
amplifier they are not equaled by any 
other tube. A super tube for your set. 
They are guaranteed in every way -pro- 
vided the filament still lights and re- 
placements are made immediately, no 
waiting. Distributors especially will ap- 
preciate this unusual service. 
Type WDI2, 1% volt tube. Standard 

socket, Platinum filament. 
Type 201A $4.00 
Type WD12 $4.00 
None better at any price. Get acquainted 
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NUTRON MANUFACTURING CO., 
715 Main Street, Passaic, N. J. 

Please send me the following tubes as indi- 
cated by N. Enclosed is check, money order 
for same. (Payment must accompany all orders.) 

NUTRON SOLODYNE Tubes (includ- 
ing full diagrams and complete instruc- 
tions for the SOLODYNE Circuit).$6.00 
NUTRON Type 201 -A Tube with In- 
structions $4.00 
NUTRON Type WD -12 Tube with In- 
structions $4.00 
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